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Drive through 19 places that resemble real conditions and tracks. You can choose the manufacturer of choice and start your engines. Choose from a selection of cars and start racing in this realistic racing game that will make you feel like you are on the actual Formula 1 track. Real Racing 3 brings a
realistic, competitive Formula One racing experience to your mobile device. Race against a 43-car grid or call friends in multiplayer mode. The challenge can be played on multiple platforms, allowing you to compete with up to 8 players at a time. Players have many options; The game offers 40 different
schemes for driving. Of these, 19 are real locations. The graphics are great. Real Racing 3 offers high-quality images, and attention to detail allows you to enjoy the experience completely. All major manufacturers are represented in the car line. You can choose an Audi or a Porsche; There are many cars
to choose from. There are a number of problems to sign up for; one race is never the same as the next. There are problems with endurance and elimination of races. Some bad sound effects don't seem realistic. But it's a minor blunder, and the graphics are the ultimate. Racers must collect gold coins to
upgrade cars and features. You need to collect a lot of coins that takes time. Some features can only be unlocked when you make a real payment. Where can you run this program? Real Racing 3 requires Android version 4.1 up. Is there a better alternative? No. The game provides a realistic, competitive
experience that will keep racing car lovers busy for hours. Game lovers will enjoy this race track challenge in every level. Now getting behind the wheel of a Formula One car is more achievable than ever before. Should you download it? Yes. If you are a fan of racing and cars, this is a great and fun way
to experience both at the same time. Tight grip and sweat shiny on your forehead, you keep your attention on the road. Care on the tarmac at more than 300 km/h, you approach the turn, which will definitely hit you with a few G as you perform the accuracy of the drift. The step on the brakes was
miscalculated and you suddenly hit the railing, the car crunching into a pile of rubber and steel. Of course you'll probably be in the hospital right now if you don't play racing sim. Here's how fascinating some of these android games are. While you don't get that sudden rush of adrenaline from the actual
performance of the race car, the equipment for Android phones and tablets these days is now capable enough in providing realistic racing scenarios for the couch racer in you. Prepare the processors, and the revs of your RAM cause here come the apps, Will overload your engines and give you the diesel
fix you need. Note: Many of these games are demanding in terms of devices that they can work on on upfront costs of owning them. If you have cash and a higher end device, you'll have no problem grabbing the name below. Otherwise, check the market description and check them first to see if the
game works for you.1 Asphalt 6: Adrenaline HD ($6.99)Asphalt 6 is the best racing game on the market in my opinion. Advance your racing career by winning races and challenges and get rewarded with real cars like Lamborghinis and Ferraris and better customization kits. On top of that, you can even
drift during the races and also take a beat to your opponents to make sure they feel the pain. NEED FOR SPEED™ Shift ($2.99) This racing classic has finally come to a mobile phone, giving you some of the best tracks to get your tires burning. If you want to know what it's like to race against a cocklot
rivals and have a nitro running through your veins, that's one game you should really get.3 Raging Thunder 2 ($4.99, lite version available) This is not your usual street race. Walk through temples, beaches and even the Great Wall, making sure your opponents don't make it to the finish line in one piece.
What's more, you can go head-to-head against your friends via online multiplayer.4. Asphalt HD ($4.99, free version available)Want adrenaline, but your phone can not handle asphalt 6? No problem, Asphalt HD is here. Built for lower end phones, this is the same name burning roads tweaked to run
better on lower processors. Even so, it is still as engaging and goes head-to-head against Adrenaline as the most promising racing game on the market. Extreme formula (free) I'd rather drive real cars myself, but this futuristic take on the usual racing game is a bit refreshing. Use cutting-edge fuel
sources, high-tech tuning systems and advanced vehicles to further develop your racing career. It has a smooth maneuvering system and a one-touch drift, making it easy to play from the start but hard to master. Best of all, it's free.6. GT Racing: Motor Academy Free (free) If you want a race but don't
have the bucks to do it right now, you can try GT Racing. You can prove yourself by completing the game unaided or just getting a little extra boost by using in-app money purchases to align your car and promote your career faster. Make sure you have a quick connection as well since it needs a hefty
download at the beginning to set everything up.7. Drift Mania Championship ($1.02) You have to give props to dedicated developers. Did you know that this app was developed in alongside a professional drifting association? And yes, I know, It's not a racing game per se, but who can't resist doing some
smooth drifting on a specially made track, chained combo with every successful drift? Focus and control when burning rubber and who knows, you can even win the DMCC.8 CUP. Wave Blazer ($2.99, lite version available)Who is available)Who races should include cars right? Wave Blazer lets you rip
through the average waterways of the world with a 4000 HP boat under you. Battle AI or challenge a living breathing person at the other end through online multiplayer. It's tricky to control the speeding of watercraft, to say the least, but one thing I love about this game: awesome airtime on almost every
corner.9. Riptide GP ($6.99)More water racing action here, courtesy of Riptide. Keep your cool while plowing the trail through the track with speeding water skis, darkening opponents with storm speed and amazing stunts. Best to play on Tegra devices, it has all the physics you need from water movement
to real reflections. It probably has one of the best graphics games found on the Android platform, but it lacks a bit of a challenge, with only 4 tracks.10. Speed Forge 3D ($2.90, demo version is available)Another game with very smooth 3D graphics, Speed Forge impresses with its renders, but not so
much on the gameplay. However, its Podracer feel and physics game will allow you to fly through tight corners and roar through right away. It even has a feedback vibe, so you really feel when you hit the corners. TurboFly 3D ($1.99, demo version is available)It's for the racer of the future and the vehicles
here actually handle more like jet fighters, especially when they start flying off rocks. Extremely smooth graphics and online games are two things that will make you continue to play this game. Sundar Pichai, Google's head of Android and Chrome, took to the stage at the i/O developer conference to
announce that Android's mobile operating system has reached 1 billion 30-day active users worldwide. And now Google plans to expand Android to previously untapped markets around the world. In order to get its next billion Android users, Pichai said announcing that Google is launching the Android
One program. Sold in the U.S. Pichai said that a typical Android One phone will have a 4.5-inch screen, a removable SD card, FM radio capabilities, space for two SIM cards, and a price tag under $100. Google will launch Android One phones with three manufacturers in India this fall, Micromax,
Karbonn, and Spice. Google will partner with local carriers to offer affordable data packages. On stage, called the phone lever turnkey solution that will allow Google to quickly get affordable affordable to the market. BGR reports that manufacturers and carriers will be able to add localized apps in addition
to android updates that will come directly from Google. Android One standards will give Google the ability to quickly enter new markets (which currently offer little competition), while retaining more control over the user experience and providing a quality interface that will help Android win over new users.
Pichai also provided a developer preview of the Android L release. L is one of the most comprehensive releases that Google has launched. The release contains 5,000 new APIs, and Pichai says that Google has reviewed both mobile and form factors outside of mobile in the release. Pichai's statement
that the Android team has adopted a radical new approach to interface design seems to confirm rumors that the Android user interface will see its most dramatic transformation since the 2011 debut of Ice Cream Sandwich. Engadget reports that Google's new visual language is not only for Android, but
also for Chrome OS and web applications such as Gmail and Calendar, called Material Design. The design language allows you to make better use of space, adds new animations and improved typography, and provides a consistent interface between phones, tablets and desktops. More from The Wall
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